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Abstract
In second year civil engineering, students participate in a horizontally integrated bridge design project to increase their exposure to engineering application and prepare for their fourth-year design project. To compliment this project, a two-day event called CivE Days was implemented. This event freed students from classes and deadlines and allowed them to completely immerse themselves in a simulated bridge design project. The set-up of the event is split into four stages: preliminary design, bridge construction, bridge testing and project reflection. Learning takes place through a combination of experiential learning, group work, reflective learning, and learning from failure. All of these pedagogical approaches promote a deeper level of learning for students and enhance knowledge retention in upper years. The event was not graded to allow students to experiment and learn in a stress-free environment. This provided a positive atmosphere where design creativity was encouraged without fear of failure. The effectiveness of the CivE Days initiative was evaluated through the final bridge project testing results, final bridge project report marks, and surveys submitted at the end of the CivE Days event. The bridge project grades and testing results for students who participated in CivE Days was compared to the bridge project grades and testing results for a control class who did not have the opportunity to participate in the CivE Days event. It was found that student grades and performance improved, indicating a better understanding of the bridge design project and how the information from the different courses are integrated.

Introduction
Diversification of teaching methods is vital for an inclusive and deeper learning environment. Instructors are constantly working towards improving student learning and steps have already been taken to do this in the civil engineering curriculum. Two years ago, changes were made to incorporate a horizontally integrated bridge design project in the second-year civil program. This bridge project requires students to design, build, and test a bridge, using concepts from their core courses (Structure and properties of materials, probability and statistics, solid Mechanics and transportation principals. The details of this bridge design project (popsicle sticks bridge) are explained by Balkos et al. in (Balkos, 2017). Since then, the following areas of concern have been brought up:

- Students have admitted to doing the work last minute due to the demanding nature of all their courses.
- There have been complaints of students being too nervous to try different methods because of a lack of understanding, time, and experience.
- Students only have time to make one bridge, and they do not test the bridge design beforehand. When testing, bridge designs fail in ways other than what was predicted.

CivE Days was developed as a two-day event with hands-on activities to address each of these issues along with improving learning techniques.
The intended outcomes of this event aimed at allowing students to have a better understanding of the popsicle sticks bridge design project requirements and how the information from the different courses are integrated as explained in Balkos et al., 2017. Through CivE Days, students have the supervised time that allows them to increase their exposure and experiment with the required design components of the project. This gives students early exposure to project concepts which prevents them from starting their project last minute. As a result, it was predicted that the final bridge design projects would be completed with better quality, more creative designs, and demonstrate a better understanding of related concepts from their courses.

The learning methods utilized in CivE Days include student interest directed learning, experiential learning, learning through failure, and reflective learning. The hands-on nature of CivE Days and the layout of the tasks within it allows for diverse learning techniques and thorough reflections. The event was not graded to allow students to experiment and learn in a stress-free atmosphere. The testing and reflection aspects of CivE Days allows students to learn through failure. All of these pedagogical approaches promote a deeper level of learning for students and enhance retention in upper years.

**Literature Review**

Each learning technique incorporated into CivE Days is uniquely vital to the overall success and improvement of the bridge project. In a paper by Lynch et al. (2012), the importance of exposure to material ahead of a final project is emphasized. They state that after doing experimentation, many students modified their designs for the final project. The time and preparation ahead of the project gave students the opportunity to have a stronger knowledge base for their material which enabled them to modify and improve their work. Whitman et al. (2017) support this further by stating, “while any assessment requires some types of active retrieval, having students reconstruct what they know through alternative assessments leads to deeper understanding and consolidates learning in more powerful ways than traditional”. CivE Days served to reconstruct students’ knowledge foundation for the final bridge project. This foundation is solidified further through student interest directed learning, experiential learning, learning through failure, and reflective learning.

The need for experiential learning is what initiated the incorporation of the bridge project. The benefits of experiential learning is stated clearly by Current and Kowalske (2016), as “encouraging students to generate an extensive and flexible knowledge base in a setting that promotes the development of an intrinsic motivation to learn.” Experimentation and hands-on activities create learning experiences at a more “personal level” which promotes a unique form of memory retention and deeper learning (Mndzebele and Mckenna, 2013).

Experiential learning is a strong learning technique easily accompanied with student interest directed learning. When working with hands on activities, design flexibility and choices are easily incorporated and have been proven to be effective in student engagement. At CivE Days, students have the choice and opportunity to be as creative in their design as they like. There is a series of goals for each bridge to achieve and the students have the freedom to work towards any design goal. These choices offer opportunities for students to engage in material on a personal level. Additionally, it has been further noted by Whitman and Hardiman (2017) that when given a choice, students will choose a path closer linked to tasks that align with topics where they
engage in learning, even if the path is more challenging. They explain this theory further by examining the goals that students set. They state that if students make goals for a project based on actual learning experiences rather than grades, then they are more willing to challenge themselves. Further, it’s stated that students motivated by their own interests are more persistent, and “Difficult tasks or setbacks do not diminish their motivation or self-esteem”. The CivE Days event is designed to be an event that allows students to engage in designs pertaining to their bridge project that appeal to them.

The benefits of experiential learning are further amplified when accompanied by learning through failure. There are issues that come up when a project has a strong emphasis on hands-on experience, but lacks flexibility to experience failure. Currently, the bridge design project limits learning because the design process is restricted to one attempt. By avoiding failure, students miss out on important levels of critical thinking and reflection. Learning through failure opens doors to retention through creativity, confusion, and problem solving. In a study by D’Mello and Graesser (2012), they explain the importance of learning through failure through the emotional response of the students. They state, “Cognitive processes that underlie inference generation, casual reasoning, problem diagnosis, conceptual comparisons, and coherent explanation generation are accompanied by affective states such as irritation, frustration, anger, and sometimes rage when the learner makes mistakes… On the other hand, positive affective states such as flow, delight, excitement, and eureka are experienced when tasks are completed, challenges are conquered, insights are unveiled, and major discoveries are made... Emotions are systematically affected by the knowledge and goals of the learner, as well as vice versa.” They go on to explain that a balanced system is important when learning through failure. If this form of learning is uncontrolled, students will either be in states of, “(a) engagement/flow as they pursue the superordinate learning goal of mastering the material in the learning environment or (b) disengagement (boredom) when they abandon pursuit of the superordinate learning goal.” CivE days is set up to encourage students to be creative without fearing failure. Allowing students to try more complex or unique designs should ideally occur in an environment where there is appropriate support when failure is experienced. This helps to prevent students from reaching the state of disengagement. The struggle to fix design problems is a positive learning opportunity. D’Mello and Graesser (2012) also explain that, “confusion is an affective state that correlates with learning gains because it accompanies impasses and the resulting deep thinking.” The process that follows failure is what stimulates reflection and further experimentation. In other words, when students experience issues within their design, the reflection and problem solving to fix it will foster deeper learning and understanding.

Reflective learning is a learning technique which is very closely linked to experiential learning and learning from failure. Smart (2016) explains different reflection tactics as follows: “the individual incorporates new experiences into old understandings” and “the individual’s viewpoint is challenged to such a genre that a reframing of their world is necessary”. These are achieved by experiential learning and learning through failure respectively.

The reflection from experiential learning is tied to personal connections. While doing hands-on work, the reflection of past experiences enables students to confirm ideas or develop new ones (Medwell, & Wray, 2014). Also, the process of planning requires reflection of personal knowledge and experiences. Smart and Winograd (2013) explain clearly that, “experience of
itself does not result in learning, rather reflection is a deliberate act requiring planning, it is an active, persistent and considered process requiring the practitioner to become aware of and to challenge that which is taken for granted.” Consequently, the reflection that comes with experiential learning is vital to the retention of knowledge. Knowledge that can then be personalized is better ingrained into memory.

Reflection that accompanies failure and confusion is an even stronger form of learning. The process of problem solving involves continual reflection and testing. Each success and failure as a result is then closely linked to the previous knowledge used. Paris and Winograd (2013) describe the reflective practice elements of failure as, “experimenting with the dilemma to discover the implications of various solutions, examining the intended and unintended consequences of an implemented solution and evaluating it by determining whether the consequences are desirable.” As a result, a strong bond is made between new and old knowledge which solidifies the new information in long term memory. At CivE Days, students have two full days to focus and engage in the design material. Students will then have an ideal opportunity to make connections within their courses, to their life and to experiences.

Implementation

The outline for the CivE Days event was based on Carroll et al. (2018) and was broken into two days and four deliverables. The deliverables were chosen to simulate a real-world engineering project. Preliminary design of the bridges was done on the first day. Then, the actual building and testing of the bridges were done on the second day. Each deliverable had certain goals which students needed to achieve based on practical engineering design processes. This encouraged students to make connections and better understand how the material learned in their core courses could translate into solving a real engineering design problem.

The first deliverable begins with each group being given a topographic map with Points A and B on it. Students are then required to connect the two points with a road design and a bridge. In the preliminary design, students will go through the process of designing a road, doing cost analysis, cut and fill, and environmental assessment. This incorporates their transportation and materials courses. The deliverable requires students to hand in their topographic map including their proposed horizontal alignment, an elevation profile, and a cost estimate of the proposed route. Figure 1 shows students working on the topographic maps for the preliminary design.
The second deliverable involved designing the bridge. Students analyze their design and predict the failure point, failure load, and indicate members in tension or compression. The key courses integrated in this deliverable are mechanics and statistics courses. Students calculate and submit the volume of material expected to be used, a cross sectional drawing with dimensions and properties, the required load for various forms of failure, and overall predicted failure load.

On the second day, the third and fourth deliverables involve students building and testing their bridge strength and assessing the accuracy of their statistical analysis. Initially, students are required to do a 300 kg test by having group members stand on their bridge. If their bridge passes this test they move on to the winch test. Figure 2 shows both forms of bridge testing.

At the end of the two days, two awards were given for favorite bridge designs (based on people’s choice voting), and a final award was given based on the best overall design (incorporating least expensive design cost, and most accurate failure load prediction). After CivE Days, surveys were filled out by each student. The Survey was designed to measure student satisfaction, give more refined results on whether students felt they had more freedom in experimenting, and evaluate whether students felt courses were properly integrated.

To assess the effectiveness of the project, three methods were used. Firstly, the effect of CivE Days in improving the performance of the students in the popsicle sticks bridge project in the course was done by comparing results from 2017 students (who experienced CivE Days) with
a control class, 2016 students (who did not experience CivE Days). The average class performance showed that giving students the opportunity to make an initial design and test it improves the overall success of the class. Secondly, to determine the depth of increased learning as result of CivE Days, the final bridge project design reports from 2017 and 2016 students were compared. The average marks of the reports were compared and gave indication of the overall performance of each class. Lastly, by comparing the discussion insights of each report, a more detailed understanding of student depth of learning was assessed.

Results
The data collection for CivE Days was broken into three methods. These methods were, student survey responses, bridge project grades, and reflection report feedback. These various methods aimed to gauge student satisfaction and to quantify the effectiveness of the event in helping with the popsicle stick bridge design project. Overall, participation in the optional CivE Days event was successful, with 121 out of 165 students choosing to partake.

As described earlier, after CivE Days, students were given an optional survey to complete, and 83% of participating students filled out the survey. The survey aimed to assess the student satisfaction and to determine the immediate student response for the course integration and freedom for creativity. The results showed that 83% of people who participated chose to come because of the content being covered. Fifty-seven percent of those students thought it seemed interesting and fun, while 26% wanted the opportunity to prepare for the bridge project. The remaining 17% were interested in free food and prizes. Figure 3 below shows the general student responses to the survey.

![Survey Results](image)

Figure 3: CivE Days survey question responses. Number of students with their level of agreement to the statements shown in the legend.
When asked if students wanted to participate in a similar event again in the future, 86% said they would. It is also shown in Figure 4 that most of the students preferred not having a graded component to the event.

![Bar chart showing student agreement to the statement “I would like there to be a graded component to CivE Days”](figure4.png)

Figure 4: Level of student agreement to the statement “I would like there to be a graded component to CivE Days”.

For measuring the effectiveness of the course, Figures 5 and 6 show the student responses.
Figure 5: Students survey responses to being asked if CivE Days “Increased Interest” (top) or “Applied Concepts” (bottom) of each of their four courses being taken. Students indicated their level of agreement to both statements for each of the courses.

The results from the 2017 class grades compared to the 2016 class are shown in Figure 6. The overall bridge testing performance had a 4% grade increase with 2% more of the class being able to withstand the minimum strength to weight squared ratio of 250. The 2016 class had 89 out of 121 students achieve the goal and 124 out of 165 students in the 2017 class. Also, the average of the final report and the overall project mark of the 2017 class increased by 7% compared to the 2016 class.
Figure 6: Overall bridge project grade distribution for both the 2016 and 2017 classes. Top figure shows the final bridge report mark grading distribution. Bottom figure shows the overall project grade including bridge performance, report and preliminary design.

The final form of data collected was student responses through the reflection report in the course project. The reflection reports discussed the direct impact of CivE Days on the popsicle sticks bridge design project. Common themes included CivE Days being a fun and rewarding experience that connected them to applications of their courses. Students were happy with how fun it was and felt that it was a nice break from the stress of school. However, some students thought that the benefits of CivE Days to their bridge design project were limited. They felt that the bridge building materials used for both projects were too different. Many of the problems faced were material specific and therefore limited the usefulness of the CivE Days as a practice design.
Discussion
The results can be broken into three categories based on the goals of CivE Days. These categories are student satisfaction and creativity, course integration, and being a help for the popsicle sticks bridge project.

Student Satisfaction and Creativity
The overall student feedback was positive. Most of the students (86%) indicated that they would like to participate in an event like this again. One student in a reflection report said, “It makes learning the theory behind everything seem worth it when you see what you can do with it”. Students also acknowledged that CivE Days enabled them to be more creative in their designs. Figure 3 illustrated that the majority of students are in agreement to the statement, “I was able to explore creative design solutions at CivE Days”. Additionally, the students were satisfied with the event being ungraded, as seen in Figure 4. Students were happy with the prizes and the food provided, which was mentioned in their reflection reports. The most common comment for improvement was to choose different building materials and to shorten the event length.

Course Integration
The integration of the courses resulted in it being a more difficult task. Students agreed that CivE Days successfully incorporated their mechanics and transportation courses through building the bridge and roadway. However, there was a noted lack of content from their other courses. This can be seen in Figure 5. Many students remained neutral when asked if they experienced increased interest in their material sciences and statistics courses. The response was the same when asked if they thought the courses were applied. This is further emphasized with a quote from a reflection report stating, “The design days had a very positive impact on my understanding of the concepts taught in [the mechanics course], but had a negative impact on the other courses. They decreased our class time in statistics, materials, and calculus, while not providing any additional instruction or learning experience in those two classes”. This shows that the course integration was only partially successful. To improve on this, deliverables should be modified to better incorporate other courses. Some students suggested holding the event earlier in the term so it could help in the preliminary phases of the bridge design project.

Bridge Project
CivE Days serving as a tool to help in the bridge design project had mixed responses. In the survey completed immediately after the event in Figure 3, students indicate that the CivE Days experience will help with their bridge project. Many students agree, as stated in a report, “The design days helped to brainstorm ideas for our popsicle stick [bridge project] and think about ways in which the bridge may fail”. Many students gave specific examples of problems they identified and fixed for the bridge project.

While many students saw the connection between design days and the bridge project, some students question the effectiveness of the event. A common concern was the difference of material being used as CivE Days used Styrofoam while the course project used popsicle sticks. One student stated that, “the hardest part of making and designing the bridge from the project was figuring out a way to effectively use the popsicle sticks to create a strong bridge.” Since the material used for building at CivE Days was Styrofoam, it was hard for students to correlate the CivE Days design experience to the bridge project. Students also mentioned that there was less
material design constraints at CivE Days which made it easier than the bridge project. This ended up not giving students the needed prior experience to designing under strict constraints. One student suggested to provide a variety of building material for CivE Days and then students can experiment with what interests them.

Although students shared these concerns, many were still happy with their experience and one stated that, “Even though the design days did not directly benefit the project, it helped me gain some practical experience on how focused and accurate one must be when building since that’s what it came down to”.

When considering the grade distribution of the 2017 class, which participated in CivE Days, to the 2016 class that did not participate in CivE Days there was an improvement for the students who participated in CivE Days. The class average for the overall grade of the bridge design project improved 7% from 2016 to 2017. Also, when looking at Figure 6 the distribution of grades had a positive shift. These, along with the increased bridge testing results, indicate that there was a benefit to CivE Days. Bridge designs were not only stronger, the reflections and observations in the final reports improved.

**Conclusion**

The main goals of the CivE Days event were to allow students to better understand the bridge design project and how the information from the different courses is integrated. It was reported that many students found CivE Days to be fun and beneficial to the learning, but some areas need improvement. The preparation for the bridge project had mixed responses from students, who had concerns with the materials being used. Despite this, there was a noticeable increase in student grades from the 2017 class that participated in CivE Days and the 2016 class that did not. The course integration was acknowledged to be effective for the mechanics and transportation courses, but not for the material sciences and statistics courses. Improvements to be made include using alternative building materials and modifying the deliverables to better incorporate all courses.

CivE Days also aimed for students to experience student interest directed learning, experiential learning, learning through failure and reflective learning. The event successfully in this regard. Many students agreed in the survey that they felt free to be creative in their designs. There were also many students who discussed in their reports the errors that they found and modified in their designs. Additionally, the quality of the bridge project reports written by the students increased substantially from the prior year, exemplifying the improved reflections in their design.

Overall, CivE Days was successful in achieving its goals, with noted improvements to be made for future years. The majority of the students enjoyed the event and indicated that they would like to participate in a similar event again in the future. Students were satisfied and the results indicate that students learning improved as a result of CivE Days.
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